This is What You Will Need For The
Quiet Meadow Birthday Card

Paper
1 Piece of Basic White Cardstock cut to 5 ½” x 8 ½” scored at 4 ¼”
1 Piece of Basic White thick Cardstock cut to 3 ¾” x 5” for the inside sentiment
1 Piece of Basic Black Cardstock cut to 4 ” x 5 1/4” for inside of card
1 Piece of Basic Black Cardstock cut to 4 1/8” x 5 3/8” for outside of card
1 Piece of Cajun Craze Cardstock approximately 3 ½” x 3 ½” to cut scalloped circle from
1 Piece of Basic Black Cardstock approximately 3 ½” x 3 ½” to cut Black circle from
1 Piece of Basic White thick Cardstock cut to 3 ½” x 3 ½” to stamp flower image on
2 Pieces of Garden Green card stock cut to 2” x 4” to cut triangles from
1 Piece of the Hand Penned Designers Series Paper cut 4” x 5 1/4”
1 Piece of light weight cardstock or even a sheet of computer paper cut to 4” x 5 ¼”
See diagram at the bottom of this list to see cutting layout of the triangles and designer
series paper
1 Piece of the Hand Penned Designers Series paper cut to 2 3/8” x 6” ( Optional to
decorate envelope flap)
Stamps & Dies
Quiet Meadow Bundle
Peaceful Moments Cling Stamps
Layering Circle Dies
Ink
Tuxedo Black Momento Ink Pad
Blends
Light Cajun Craze
Dark Shaded Spruce
Embellishments
Champagne Rhinestone Basic Gems

Adhesive
Multipurpose Glue
Stampin’ Dimensionals
Stampin’ Seal Tape Runner (optional)
Tools
Stamparatus
Scissors
Simple Shammy
Bone Folder
Paper Trimmer
Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine

Instructions
1. I think the easiest way to cut the designer series paper and the Garden Green
triangles is to make a template to the measurements as shown in the drawing
above. Measure down 1 ¼” and mark with a dot, then measure up 1 ¼” and mark
with a dot. Then draw a line to the corners as shown. Cut on the two lines and you
will have a correct template. When cutting the designers series paper make sure
the direction of your print is going in the right direction.
2. Cut the other pieces to the measurements above.
3. Stamp the flower image on the piece of Basic White thick Cardstock cut to 3 ½” x
3 ½”. Using the smooth circle, that cuts out 2 3/8”diameter circles, place die over
the upper part of the stamped image and run through your die cutting machine.
While you have your die cutting machine out, cut a 2 ½” scalloped circle out of the
Cajun Craze cardstock measuring 3 ½” x 3 ½”, and a 2 5/8” smooth circle out of
the Basic Black cardstock 3 ½” x 3 ½”.
4. Color the flower image using the Light Cajun Craze and the Dark Shaded Spruce
Blends.
5. When finished coloring, glue the flower circle onto the Cajun Craze Circle and
then glue to the Basic Black Smooth Circle. Lay aside.
6. Take your top Garden Green triangle and glue to the top of the piece of light
weight cardstock or even a sheet of computer paper cut to 4” x 5 ¼” will be ok.
Be careful to put your glue on the correct side. It is a good idea to layer your
pieces over the light cardstock measuring 4” x 5 ¼” so that everything is turned
correctly when you start gluing. After the first triangle is glued in place glue the
designers series paper so it is flush against the triangle. Lastly glue the bottom
triangle in place. Once you have done that, check all your edges to see if any of
them need to be trimmed. Don’t trim off too much or your triangles won’t look
like triangles.
7. Now that you have that piece on a sheet of light weight cardstock you can glue it to
the Basic Black Cardstock cut to 4 1/8” x 5 3/8”. You will have a tiny Basic Black
border. Glue this entire piece onto the card base and you will have another tiny
white border.
8. Stamp your Happy Birthday sentiment onto the piece of Basic White thick
Cardstock cut to 3 ¾” x 5”
9. Glue the stamped inside sentiment piece to the last piece of the Basic Black
cardstock cut to 4 ” x 5 1/4” and adhere to the right inside of the card base.
10. Now take your flower image stamped on the circles and put dimensionals on the
back of the piece. Remove coverings and adhere in the center of the designer
series paper on the front of the card.
11. Add three of the Champagne Rhinestones.

12. All finished!
Optional Decorating of Envelope Flap
Using your tape runner put tape on the top side of the flap of the envelope. Carefully
lay your piece of DSP (Designer Series Paper) measuring 2 3/8” x 6”on the flap starting
at the fold of the flap. Trim and you are done!
Stampin’ UP does not sell these but they are very helpful in card making
Reverse tweezers with pointed tip
Tombow Mono sand and rubber eraser combo
Adhesive Remover (2”x2” block)

